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S-rank jutsu list

Del Akatsuki consists mostly of S-rank missing-nin. S-rank (Sラ, ク, Esu ranku) is one of the six classifications. It starts with A-grade. It is typically used when classifying techniques intended for highly experienced jōnin and Kage-level shinobi. S-rank techniques are almost always unique to a single user, and as such are the trademark abilities of this user.
Missions can also be classified as S-rank, these are the highest paying and most dangerous type of mission a ninja can continue. These missions are exclusively assigned to highly qualified jōnin or large troupes of ninja. S-rank missions pay at least 1,000,000 ryō. S-rank is also a designation given to extremely powerful missing-nin, earning them a place in
their village origin's Bingo Book. [1] The organization Akatsuki was declared to be mainly by S-rank criminals. [2] See also List of S-rank characters List of S-rank techniques References ^ Naruto Chapter 50, page 7 ^ Naruto Chapter 143, page 5 Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Jeremy enjoys anime when not
working as a chemist or building manager. Jutsu in NarutoI Naruto world, characters use their chakra energy for a variety of jutsu effects. Jutsu falls into one of three categories: taijutsu (martial arts), genjutsu (illusions), and ninjutsu (everything else). Jutsu is also divided into rows from E (weakest) to S (strongest). The higher the rank, the more powerful the
effect, but stronger abilities take time to master and quickly drain the chakra. Only a few dozen S-rank jutsus exist; who reigns supreme? These are the ten best S-Rank jutsu in Naruto! Sasukes Kirin10. KirinUser: Sasuke UchihaClassification: NinjutsuThe Kirin attack releases a devastating lighting bolt, strong enough to destroy Itachi's Susanoo subpoena.
The move requires thunder clouds to perform (which can be created with fire jutsu if none are available), and the clouds spread after use, meaning the user only has one shot per fight. But to compensate, Kirin mostly relies on the natural energy of lightning, letting the user save their chakra for other techniques. Orochimaru's Eight Branches9. Eight Branches
TechniqueUser: OrochimaruClassification: NinjutsuOrochimaru strongest snake-related jutsu, the eight branches turn him into a giant eight-headed snake. The size of the monster should easily overwhelm most enemies, and Orochimaru can get out of any of the heads to attack with his sword of Kusanagi.Sakura's Strength on a Hundred Seal8. Strength of a
hundred SealUsers: Tsunade, SakuraClassification: NinjutsuDeeed by the fifth Hokage, this technique requires significant chakra control. The user stores the chakra over time on their body (usually the forehead), which manifests itself as a diamond-shaped marking. When necessary, shinobi can use Yin Seal: Release to transfer the stored energy into their
body, resources to access them. The move can also be combined with Creation Rebirth to form the Strength of a hundred, which auto-heals the user from any injury, as long as they have the chakra left. Orochimaru's Living Corpse Reincarnation7. Living Corpse ReincarnationUs: OrochimaruClassification: NinjutsuThis ability transfers the user's soul to
another person's body, effectively allowing them to become immortal by repeatedly corrupting new hosts. If perhaps not the most useful in combat, this ability bypasses death-something even the strongest attack is useless against. Minato's Dead Demon occupies Seal6. Dead Demon Consuming SealUsers: Hiruzen, MinatoClassification: NinjutsuN when you
see two Hokages (the third and fourth) utilize a special jutsu, you know it's powerful. The ability summons a Shinigami that immobilizes the target so that the user can remove their soul. It is a suicide attack, as Shinigami slowly kills the user when the technique is finished, but it is undoubtedly powerful, capable of permanently paralyzing enemies even when
the only one partially completed (seen with Orochimaru). Narutos Rasenshuriken5. Wind Release: RasenshurikenUser: NarutoClassification: NinjutsuNaruto often forms this attack by using Shadow Clones to reduce the load on his chakra, although he eventually mastered it to the point of creating it alone. Either way, he can throw energy or use it as a melee
weapon to hit enemies with tremendous force. The explosion is composed of so many microscopic wings that even Sharingan cannot detect them all, and it causes so intense damage that the chakra reserves of the victim can be permanently destroyed. Matatabi's Tailed Beast Ball4. Tailed Beast BallUsers: Anyone With a Tailed Beast (Naruto, Killer B, etc.)
Classification: NinjutsuUsable by ninja who transform themselves into their beast shapes, Tailed Beast Ball unleashes an energy ball with incredible speed and power. The ball travels miles in just a few seconds, and it's a flexible technique that can be charged up for even stronger blows or unleashed like a beam instead of bullet. Guy's Night Guy3. Night
GuyUser: Maybe GuyClassification: TaijutsuA banned jutsu, Night Guy can only be performed by opening all eight chakra gates. Then, the user charges enemies with such speed that the space itself is distorted, prevents defense, and attacks with a monstrously strong kick. Even Madara Uchiha infused with Ten-Tails power feared for his life when it was
used against him, and the move's own recoil injury ravaged Guy's leg, permanently crippling him. Minato's Flying Thunder God Technique2. Flying Thunder God TechniqueUser: Minato, TobiramaClassification: NinjutsuUsed by the second and fourth Hokage, the first step in this move is marking a goal (which can be performed with the slightest touch). At any
time thereafter, the user can instantly teleport to the target's location, no matter how far away they are. Plus, the user can also mark inanimate objects, and they can control several simultaneously, letting them warp almost anywhere. Applications include marking a kunai before throwing it, then skewing it for a surprise attack. Useful for both offense and
escape, this move earned Minato fame as the fastest ninja of all time. Other people and objects the user touches can also be transported, although this requires additional chakra. It revived Hokage1. Call: Impure World ReincarnationUser: KabutoClassification: NinjutsuThis dark technique binds a deceased soul to a living vessel so the user can revive the
dead. The resurrected bodies must obey the summoner, but if they are given leeway in how they carry out orders, they can undermine commands to an extent. Orochimaru can only revive targets with some of their original strength intact, but Kabuto mastered the ability, letting his puppets act at almost full force. Although the technique requires some DNA
from the revived target, it does not require any chakra that leads Kabuto to rightfully dub it the most powerful jutsu in history. More powerful Jutsu in NarutoToday we've examined Naruto's most devastating S-rank effects, but it's just the tip of the iceberg-some lower ranked commands are arguably stronger than other S-rows (like A-rows tremendous Network
Healing and Fission Technique). We will no doubt discover further threatening abilities as Naruto's son Boruto embarks on his own journey, but for now, vote for your favorite, and I'll see you on our next anime countdown!© 2019 Jeremy GillCommentsJeremy Gill (author) from Louisiana on August 02, 2020:@No oneYou're half-right; it is the names of the
English dub of anime uses, but the official names are as listed in the article. No August 01, 2020: It's called the Reaper's Seal of Death, not dead demon consuming Seal. It's the shadowed beast bomb, not the ball. There is a reason why Naruto became the cultural phenomenon that it is. When it started, it was a relatively small project; now it is almost as big
as the most widely used anime in history: Dragon Ball Z. Naruto is known for its focus on character moments and its ability to drive home thematic elements through symbolism. But on a surface level, people initially fell in love with the show because of cool characters and awesome jutsu. Seeing ninjas apply techniques that allowed them to breathe fire or
summon a massive water dragon was an incredible sight, and jutsu only got more intense as time went on. At the end of the series, there was jutsu that could manipulate space-time and eliminate enemies in an attack. Ranking these jutsu is an incredibly tough task because of the large number of them and there is a jutsu for pretty much everything in Naruto.
As the series goes on, more powerful people with more powerful jutsu and skillsets are introduced and we some awe-inspiring feats of power. By the end of the series, Naruto and Sasuke have become the most powerful ninjas in the world and can perform jutsu that is able to shatter mountains and destroy meteors. That's why their opponents had to be just
as ridiculous. With all these jutsu in the world of Naruto, one of which is the strongest? As we look over these, only the base jutsu will be listed, and variants will factor into jutsu's final location rather than having its own slot. With that being said, let's have a bit of fun by ranking 30 of the most powerful Jutsu in Naruto. 30 CHIDORI This was one of the coolest
looking jutsu early in the series. Kakashi taught Sasuke how to make Chidori before Chuunin's exams, and it has been an important part of his arsenal ever since. Chidori is a lightning jutsu that encourages the user to coat their hands in lynchakra and thrust it into their opponent, usually to fatal results. Although Chidori is a powerful jutsu with incredible
piercing capabilities, it lacks range. However, Sasuke was able to counteract this by shaping the chakra in different ways, creating his Chidori flavors: Chidori Senbon and Chidori Sharp Spear. But even the base Chidori has shown over and over again that it can match Rasengan. 29 EXPLOSION SLIP Another kekkei genkai from Stone village, Explosion
Release is a particularly dangerous technique for the exact reason that the name suggests. Explosion Release is made from a combination of the Earth and Lightning chakra and allows the user to give their chakra an explosive quality. The most popular practitioner of Explosion Release is Deidara, who molds the chakra in his clay, which animates it and
allows him to detonate it on command. Gari, on the other hand, is able to channel his explosions through his fist; He can even make people explode by touching them. Explosion release allows for some dangerous and hard-to-avoid techniques. 28 LIGHTNING RELEASE CLOAK It was with this technique that Ay became the fastest ninja in the world after
Minato's passing. Lightning Release Cloak works by coating the user's body in lynchakra, greatly amping their strength, reaction, durability, and speed. The lynchakraet used by this mantle stimulates the user's nervous system, which directly results in an extraordinary boost to speed and reaction time. The mantle is also durable enough to deflect most
attacks and Sasuke's Chidori was only just barely able to pierce the mantle. Lynchakraet also improves the user's taijutsu, combining to create a powerful variant known as nintaijutsu. The Lightning Release Cloak allowed Ay to thrash Sasuke with a newly awakened Mangekyo Sharingan and keep up with Madara Uchiha along with the five Cake. 27 DUST
RELEASE This kekkei genkai is much more powerful than it sounds. Dust release is made of a combination of soil, and fire nature. Dust style is a kekkei genkai from Stone Village made popular by the second and third Tsuchikages. Dust Release takes the form of a three-dimensional construction of the chakra that expands tremendously quickly when the
user releases jutsu. Those affected by such jutsu will be dissolved at the molecular level. This technique has enormous catastrophic potential, with the only thing holding this jutsu back is the prep time needed to throw it and how necessary the hands are in casting this jutsu. 26 FLYING RAIJIN Minato's signature technique, Flying Thunder God jutsu, is an
incredibly diverse space-time ninjutsu that allows the user for teleportation. Knowledge of this technique gave Minato the speed to be considered the fastest ninja in the world in his prime, giving him the nickname: The Yellow Flash. Flying Thunder God jutsu allows the user to instantly teleport to anywhere that he or she has placed their specific technique
formula. Minato himself developed a technique in which he creates a barrier that teleports anything that hits it. Clever application of this technique allows the user to outmaneuver virtually any. 25 TSUKUYOMI As Itachi ultimate technique, Tsukuyomi is his Mangekyo Sharingan ability and the most powerful genjutsu, apart from Izanami and Infinite Tsukuyomi.
This genjutsu also affects the user's perception of time, allowing Itachi to attack those caught up in it for what feels like days instead of the few seconds they are actually caught in genjutsu. This justu is so powerful that only Tsunade can heal the intense psychological damage caused by being caught up in Tsukuyomi. All it takes to get caught up in it is the
shortest moment of eye contact, and that's the technique that had ninjas trembling at the mere thought of Itachi. 24 IZANAMI Another Uchiha hidden jutsu, Izanami is touted as the counter to Izanagi. Where Izanagi rewrites fate, Izanami controls it in a confined space. But there are different conditions to perform Izanami, and you can escape from genjutsu by
simply accepting your fate. To perform Izanami, the user must make physical contact with their opponent and then copy the same sensation again. When this happens and jutsu is cast, the target will be stuck in a genjutsu that simulates a time loop with these two sensations serving as the beginning and end point. This is an extremely powerful technique;
even Kabuto couldn't escape it in the first place. But the accept your fate loophole really weakens this jutsu. 23 REAPER DEATH SEAL One of the most powerful sealing jutsus in existence, reaper Death Seal seems to be a favorite among Hokage, with both the third and fourth using this jutsu in desperate situations. Reaper Death Seal summons a Shinigami
to take your opponent's soul and seal it away (or at least until someone opens the stomach). Using this technique is fatal, since the user's life like Shinigami will consume the user's soul when jutsu is released. Physical strength is needed to pull the target soul in, though, so if the wheel is too weak, then jutsu will be unsuccessful. However, the wheel can also
seal only part of the soul of their target, as Hiruzen did against Orochimaru's arms. 22 KIRIN This jutsu may have the potential to be higher, but it has not been studied in as much depth as it should. Sasuke has only used it twice, and even then, Itachi countered it and Naruto tanked it. But on top of being extremely powerful, it's also really cool looking.
Sasuke needs natural lightning to perform this technique, which he can create using a powerful fire jutsu to create the necessary conditions for a storm cloud. When this cloud is overhead, Sasuke makes use of the natural lightning, complements it with his own chakra, and then pulls down a massive lightning dragon that hits the opponent in 1/1000 of a
second. This jutsu was strong enough to smash a mountain. 21 Amaterasu This is one of the coolest looking jutsu in the entire series. Amaterasu takes the form of black flames that are cast, where the user focuses. These flames cannot be extinguished as they are as hot as the sun and they will burn for seven days and nights. Amaterasu was one of Itachi's
signature jutsu that Sasuke achieved and perfected after he caught Itachi's eye. Sasuke has perfected Amaterasu to the point that he can apply form transformation to it, which created his patented Blaze Release. With Blaze Release, he can shape his Amaterasu flames into a variety of flavors like a shield around his Susanoo, spikes that emanate from his
body, and weapons that he can practice without being burned. 20 SHINRA TENSEI Another Rinnegan ability, Shinra Tensei gives the user a force that has proven to be extremely diverse and destructive. This jutsu typically takes the form of an invisible ball of force that drifts outward from the user. Shinra Tensei was made popular by Nagato and more
specifically The Deva Path of Six Paths of Pain. When Pain attacked hidden leaf village, he used a massive version of this technique to eliminate the entire Hidden Leaf village and leave nothing but a crater and rubble. Also during his subsequent fight with Naruto, he used Shinra Tensei to deflect several Rasenshuriken, which is strong enough to hurt
Kurama. 19 CREATION REBIRTH This was a technique created by Tsunade to be her ultimate technique. When Sakura used this technique, it immediately vaulted her to Cake Level and actually allowed her to be of help as Team 7 fought Madara and Kaguya. In order to use this technique, the user must have impeccable chakra control that has stored the
chakra in a single for years. In desperate times, the user releases all this chakra at once, stimulating his or her body's mitotic process and causing their cells to divide exponentially faster. This allows them to heal any and all injuries almost instantly. Mitotic Regeneration: One Hundred Healings, is a variant of this jutsu, which applies this healing constantly
without the need for hand signs 18 ALL-KILLING ASH BONES This jutsu does exactly what it says it will do in name. All-Killing Ash Bones is one of Kaguya's techniques that instantly eliminates someone it strikes. Once the target is pierced by the attack, they begin to disintegrate immediately. Even Naruto's healing powers cannot negate the effects of this
attack as he was unable to heal Obito. Kaguya made extensive use of this attack during his match against Team 7, where one of these ended Obito without any problems, although he proved capable of surviving a Lightning Blade to the heart and having Ten-Tails forcibly extracted from him. This technique also shows her link to the legendary Kaguya clan,
of which Kimimaro was a part. 17 TAILED BEAST BALL A tailed beast ultimate attack, Tailed Beast Ball is a powerful ball of chakra that fires out of Bijuu's mouth like a cannonball and explodes like an atomic bomb. It can be fired as a standard ball, or it can be fired like a beam by swallowing it first. Killer Bee has also shown the ability to fire it in a wave. This
is actually a difficult technique to perform as it requires precise chakra control and a mastery of form transformation. Users must assemble their positive black chakra and negative white chakra in an 8:2 ratio, respectively, while shaping it into a condensed ball. It is so difficult that Naruto, without Kurama's help, was not able to perform this technique. 16
IZANAGI Izanagi is essentially a cheat code. As one of Uchiha's ultimate genjutsu, Izanagi allows the user to manipulate the rules of reality even for a short time. Although this is an incredibly broad definition, it is usually used to negate any damage to the user and it is related to the incredibly enigmatic Creation of All Things Technique. But Izanagi has its fair
share of disadvantages. A use will cause the user's eye to permanently go blind and it only lasts for a few seconds, but unlocking Rinnegan will allow the user to regain his Sharingan and possess Senju cells will allow the user to extend the time Izanagi lasts. 15 KAMUI With the exception of Kotoamatsukami, Kamui must be the most overpowered Mangekyo
Sharingan in the series; however, the only side effects it has are those typically associated with Mangekyo Sharingan. But Obito overcame this with an infusion of Hashiramas cells, and even Kakashi was able to largely overcome this during the great ninja war. This jutsu jutsu the user to move mass between the current world and another dimension. With this
ability, Obito has been able to teleport, achieve utangrance, absorb powerful attacks and strand people in the dimension. Kakashi, meanwhile, can use his Kamui from a distance so he can warp anything he looks at in the Kamui dimension. If you are caught in the dimension, there is no escape without using Kamui. 14 LIMBO A difficult jutsu, Limbo gives the
user access to clones of him or herself that exist on another level of existence that coexist with the physical world. These clones are usually completely undetectable and have the same abilities as their user. Limbo clones give their user a diverse arsenal: they can attack without moving a muscle and defending without raising an arm. Limbo clones are
completely undetectable unless you have access to some very rare powers (someone with a Rinnegan can look into the Limbo dimension and make out clones). Meanwhile, someone with Six Paths Senjutsu can sense the clones and damage them. Without any of these abilities, it is incredibly difficult to defend against this jutsu. 13 TENGAI SHINSEI This
jutsu puts a lot of stock in surprise and awe. With three simple hand signs, this jutsu calls down a meteor from the upper atmosphere to crash on the battlefield and cause massive chaos. And if you're not enough, you can always call down someone else right after. Not only does a meteor have the potential to cause catastrophic damage, but it is demoralizing
to look up and see an attack that is massively threatening overhead. Tengai Shinsei is strong enough to completely dissolve revived Madara and his Susanoo; But this technique is not unstoppable. Ohnoki and Gaara were able to work together and stop one of the meteors, while Naruto and Sasuke were later able to easily destroy them individually. 12
Summoning Jutsu Summon jutsu was a basic jutsu introduced early in the series, but it is what the user is able to summon that puts this jutsu on the list. The Summoning jutsu allows the user to do exactly what it says: summon other beings to help him in his battle. We've seen shinobi summon giant toads, giant snakes, giant snails, a monkey king, a desmer
with a seal, and even more. The most powerful of these calls, by far, is Ten-Tails. The ten tails are an amalgamation of all the other tailed beasts and are as strong as all of them combined. Its Tailed Beast Balls can travel miles in a matter of seconds and blow up fortified structures that are out of sight. 11 SUSANOO The giant warrior avatar of Uchiha,
Susanoo turned Sharingan from dangerous to ridiculous. When an Uchiha awakens his or her Mangekyo Sharingan in both eyes, he or she gains the ability to summon parts of an ethereal samurai warrior under their full control. The Susanoo greatly improves the user's defensive and attack potential, and can form around its user while manifesting different
body parts at a time. When a Sharingan user unlocks his Eternal Mangekyo Sharingan, they can summon a Perfect Susanoo: the massively powerful, winged version of Susanoo, which can take on any Tailed Beast and fight the Five Cake as an afterthought. 10 INDRA's ARROW Sasuke's strongest ability is one that has caused him to be compared to Sage
of the six paths. When Sasuke fought Naruto for the last time, he knew he couldn't hold back this time if he wanted to defeat his friend. To that end, he coated his Susanoo arrow with lightning made from the chakra he absorbed from all the Tailed Beasts to create Indra's Arrow. This technique is incredibly fast and powerful enough to counter Naruto's ultimate
jutsu. The strength of these two techniques of collisions caused a massive explosion that hit the valley they were fighting in. To put this in perspective, the valley they destroyed was created by Hashirama and Madara during their own titanic battle. 9 RASENSHURIKEN Naruto has been accused of using the same few jutsu in both his series, and while that
may be true, no one has found as many alternative uses for a technique as Naruto has with Rasenshuriken. There is a Rasenshuriken for any situation, one infused with the tailed beast chakra, a small one, a giant one, and even more. This actually serves as the basis for Naruto's ultimate jutsu: Six Paths: Ultra Big Ball Rasenshuriken. Naruto forms this
variant by combining two Kurama avatar clones of its own, creating an Ultra Big Ball Rasenshuriken and a Tailed Beast Rasenshuriken, while infusing both with a massive influx of senjutsu. This technique was strong enough to counter Sasuke's ultimate jutsu and completely destroy the Valley of the End. 8 EDO TENSEI Better known as Reanimation Jutsu,
Edo Tensei is what Kabuto used to wage war against all five Shinobi nations at once. This technique allows the user to revive those who have passed and maintain ultimate control over them. Not only does this jutsu revive them, but it also puts them in a vessel that regenerates from all damages and possesses infinite replenishment chakra. The only way to
permanently defeat anyone revived by this jutsu is seal them away. This technique is one of the most overpowered jutsu ever introduced in the series. Even if you defeat the wheel, the jutsu won't end. The only way to stop this jutsu is to force the wheel to finish it or somehow control the wheel. 7 WOOD RELEASE A kekkei genkai popularized by Hashirama
Senju, Wood Release may not sound very powerful, but it is produced some of the most powerful jutsu in the series, can absorb the chakra, and is known as one of the few things that can control a tailed beast. One of the coolest and crass techniques in the series are Art: Wood Release - True several thousand hands. This jutsu sees Hashirama create a
thousand-armed wooden avatar big enough to dwarf Kurama and a perfect Susanoo. This technique is so powerful that it requires Hashirama, with his unprecedented chakra reserves, to enter Sage Mode to perform it. But when he does, the actual statue proved far too much for even Madara riding a Susanoo-clad Kyuubi. 6 TRUTH-SEEKING ORBS This is
probably the most diverse jutsu in the series. Truth-Seeking bullets are given to those with access to Six Paths Senjutsu and those who can enter Tenseigan Chakra Mode; They manifest themselves as black balls that float right behind the user. These multifunctional spheres of pure chakra are composed of the five basic chakra natures and are under
complete mental control by the user. They are strong enough to dissolve enemies with ease and diverse enough to be shaped into pretty much anything the user may need. They are also hopelessly durable and even able to cancel ninjutsu, making it completely immune to it. Only senjutsu is really capable of damaging the bullets. Even then it took nine
Tailed Beast Ball-sized Rasengan to destroy one of Obitos'. 5 EIGHT GATES FORMATION: GATE OF DEATH Naruto has been referring to the eight gates ever since Rock Lee unlocked his gates to fight Gaara. Early on it was teased that the opening of the eighth gate would make you invincible, but it would result in one's death. We finally got to see this
when Guy faced off against Madara as Ten-Tails' Jinchuuriki. By making use of the Eight Gates Formation: Gate of Death, Guy's physical abilities receive a ridiculous reinforcement. He is so powerful that his most powerful attack bends the room so that the target cannot avoid it. Guy, using the Eight Gates Formation: Gate of Death, took Madara to the brink
of elimination and may have even completed him if it wasn't for the technique that takes such a toll on his body. 4 CHIBAKU TENSEI We have seen Chibaku Tensei, or Planetary Devastation, several times during the series, and each time, it seems to become more and more powerful. This jutsu has users create a black ball and throw it in the sky, drawing
everything in the area until it creates an overhead planetoid with an opponent trapped in the middle of it. The strength of this technique depends on the user casting it. Pain could hardly contain Naruto using most of the nine tails chakra, while Sasuke was able to catch all the tailed beasts within their own planetoid; but if used correctly, this jutsu is essentially
unavoidable. The six paths: Chibaku Tensei has proven to be the only way to reliably defeat Kaguya. 3 KOTOAMATSUKAMI When a jutsu is so powerful that, for balance, you can only use it once every ten years, you know it belongs in the top five. Kotoamatsukami is Sharingan technique occupied by the legendary Shisui Uchiha. It is the that leads Danzo to
remove Shisui to get. This jutsu allows the user to control the mind of their goals and it is so powerful because it is almost undetectable. It affects your memories, so whatever it tells you to do feels like it was your idea in the first place. It is even strong enough to overwrite the control that Edo Tensei is supposed to give the user over the revived individuals. 2
AMENOMINAKA Da Kaguya was revived, Naruto: The shippude a little intense. As the original wielder of the chakra, Kaguya has some insane abilities that felt ridiculous when considering the antagonists we had seen so far. Perhaps her most ridiculous ability was Amenominaka, who can move the area around herself and her enemies in one of her
dimensions. Yes, Kaguya has its own dimensions, and they are all bad in their own way. Kaguya's core dimension allows her to recover from injuries very quickly, and it can draw the chakra from those caught in Infinite Tsukuyomi. She also has a lava-filled dimension, an acid-filled dimension, a dimension with an almost insurmountable gravity and a desert
dimension to strand people in. 1 INFINITE TSUKUYOMI Jutsu, which can bring the whole world to its knees, is definitely worth the top ranking. It traps its opponents within an eternal dream-like genjutsu and then leeches their chakra while it does so. We actually got to see how effective it was when Madara actually managed to throw it, instantly disabling
almost everyone in the world. Only Team 7 managed to avoid getting caught up in it, and that was due to Sasuke's Rinnegan. A jutsu that affects the whole world and can only be negated by the rarest dojutsu in history is a unique threat and something on a level we have never seen before. Infinite Tsukuyomi easily takes the cake as the most powerful jutsu
in Naruto. Next Why did Zuko &amp; Katara not meet? &amp; 9 More details about their relationship, explained explained
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